San Diego State University Collections Management
Education Outreach Program
Teacher Evaluation of Instructor Questionnaire

Please email completed form to the Director of Collections Management: jlennox@sdsu.edu

Instructor’s Name: Dempsey Davis

Listed below are several qualities which describe aspects of the instructor’s behavior. Rate the instructor as thoughtfully and carefully as possible on each of these items by entering the appropriate answer in the space provided; please use the scale listed below.

1 = poor 2 = below average 3 = average 4 = above average 5 = outstanding
(lowest 10%) (lowest 30%) (middle 40%) (upper 30%) (highest 10%)

1. How would you evaluate the instructor’s teaching? ______
2. The instructor’s ability to communicate the subject matter clearly and effectively was: ______
3. The instructor’s accessibility to you was: ______
4. Interest created by the classroom visit was: ______
5. The instructor’s knowledge of the subject appears to be: ______
6. The instructor’s organization appears to be: ______
7. As a personally enriching educational experience, this classroom visit has been: ______

Explain why you responded as you did to each of questions 1-7 (or to as many of them as you feel you can make a useful response). Key responses to the questions by number. Multiple lines of text can be entered into the fields below.

1. ____________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________________
6. ____________________________________________________________
7. ____________________________________________________________

Please specify those things which you believe the instructor has done well and which you have especially liked. Multiple lines of text can be entered into the field below.

_________________________________________________________________

Please specify the ways in which you think this instructor’s teaching might be improved. Multiple lines of text can be entered into the field below.

_________________________________________________________________